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November is the month to

concentrate on grazing out pastures

fully and closing up for the spring.

Grazing out fully means removing

grass down to 3.5-4cm. Again this

year, many farms have heavy covers

so it may be necessary to split fields

with temporary electric fences in

order to force sheep to fully eat out

the grass.

The aim should be to give the sheep

a three to four day grass allowance,

where the last day requires them to

fully graze out the grass they would

normally leave behind. The

reproductive performance of ewes

will not be affected as they will be

going into a fresh three to four day

block the following day. 

It is very important that once you

have closed up an area, you do not

let the animals back in for a second

grazing before the spring. This grass

will be much more valuable to your

ewes next spring after lambing. 

Graze pastures out fully this month.

Enclosed with this newsletter is a

guide on how to meet the

requirements for clean livestock

going to slaughter.

Clean Livestock Policy for Sheep



SHEEP

Similar to last year, lamb performance from grass

has not been very good on most farms. At this

stage it is important that grass is prioritised for the

breeding ewe flock. Assess how much grass you

have ahead and unless you have sufficient grass to

keep both the ewes and remaining lambs going,

you should consider housing or selling any

remaining lambs.

For farms where post-mating mineral

supplementation was selected as a task, you must

make sure that the supplementation is sufficient

to cover the first 60 days after ram turnout. Make

sure you keep a copy of the label or data sheet

supplied with the product and also that you have

the feed business operator (FBO) number of the

manufacturer/supplier in case you are inspected.

RESEARCH UPDATE

Rain leads to housing
Philip Creighton, AGRIC, Teagasc Athenry, Co. Galway explains how mating and drafting have been

going on the Sheep Research Demonstration Farm, Athenry.

Rams were turned out to ewes on October 10.

Ewe body condition score (BCS) going to the ram

ranged from 3.0 (13 ewe/ha stocking rate) to 3.2

(11 ewe/ha stocking rate). This BCS is 0.25-0.5

lower than we would like, but the constant rain

over the last two-and-a-half months is taking its

toll. Up to early October, approximately 51% of

the lambs in the grass-only groups had been

drafted, with 68% of lambs in the grass clover

groups drafted. The grass lamb drafting rate is

about 10-15% behind our long-term average.

Lambs drafted to date have averaged 45.2kg

liveweight, producing a 19.2kg carcass with kill

out averaging 42%. Due to a slower than normal

drafting pattern and kill out percentage, we

introduced concentrates to all lambs at a rate of

0.5kg/hd/day at grass in mid September. Lamb

growth rates since then have increased and

averaged 175-195g/day. Introducing the

concentrates increased the dry matter of the diet,

which had been low due to consistently low dry

matter being recorded in the grass. Due to

declining grass growth rates and grass cover, as

well as persistent wet conditions, we took the

decision to house the remaining lambs in mid

October. These lambs averaged 39.9kg and are

currently eating high-quality grass silage

(~75DMD) and 0.7kg of concentrates/hd/day.

Grass growth rates have averaged 44kg

DM/ha/day for September and early October. We

currently have 45 days of grass ahead of the

groups on average. Closing of paddocks

commenced in mid October to build grass for

next spring. The plan is to have approximately

20% of each farmlet closed on average by late

October, 40% by mid November, 60% by late

November and 80% by mid December, with the

remainder by late December/early January. These

targets will have to be adjusted upwards for the

higher stocking rate groups.

Lamb thrive Sheep Welfare Scheme

Prioritise grass for breeding ewes. Be ready for your Sheep Welfare Scheme tasks.



Poor weather conditions during October made it

difficult for some of the farms to get good grass

utilisation and graze out covers correctly. For one of

the heavier farms, ewes were divided into smaller

groups pre mating to try and improve the

utilisation of grass and reduce damage to the

swards. For long periods of October, all the

lowland flocks had the ewes divided to facilitate

single-sire mating. These groups were then

collapsed into larger groups after 17 days to reduce

risks from exposure to infertile/subfertile rams. Ewe

BCS has been within acceptable ranges for the

most part (Table 1) but was lower than last year on
some farms as a result of the very wet conditions

and difficulties getting heavy covers grazed out

throughout August/September. 

Reports about the midseason flocks suggest that

mating has gone well during the first two to

three weeks since the rams were joined. The

focus with these flocks during November will be

to maintain the ewe on a good plane of

nutrition, while also getting paddocks grazed

out and closed off to allow covers to build for

next spring.
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BETTER FARM UPDATE

Poor weather and mating
Frank Campion, Animal & Grassland Research and Innovation Centre reports on difficult conditions and

mating on the BETTER sheep farms.

Table 1: Average ewe liveweight and BCS at mating for some of the lowland BETTER sheep farms.

Kearney O’Leary Prendergast Doyle Dunne

Louth

82.3

3.4

Kerry

75.5

3.5

Wexford

71.1

3.25

Flock

County

Average ewe
liveweight (kg) 
Average ewe
BCS

Mayo

72.3

3.4

Wicklow

70.0

3.25

The early-lambing flock in Co. Wexford was

scanned during October, with 67% of ewes

joined found to be in lamb. These ewes were

joined for a single mating cycle only following

sponging and mated to Suffolk and Texel rams.

Of the ewes scanned in lamb, litter size was

1.87. Ewes not in lamb at scanning have been

added to the midseason ewes for mating.

November means mating time for the hill

flocks, and initial reports suggest that ewe

condition is lower than desired. Wet

conditions are also making it difficult to graze

the lower better-quality grass with thinner

ewes for some farms. A relatively low price for

store lambs in marts has meant finishing some

of the lambs indoors this year for several

farms. While not suited to every farm, it is

hoped that finishing some of the lambs on

farm with the low store price on offer will

leave a better margin for the farms.



For further information on any issues raised in this newsletter, or to access other
enterprise newsletters, please contact your local Teagasc adviser or see www.teagasc.ie. Pr
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The lowering of

spring workload

needs to be a key

priority for many

farms. It won’t

happen without

planning. Long

working days lead to

tiredness and

consequent increased

risk of farm injury.

November is a good

time to reflect on what straightforward changes

could cut spring workloads. A couple of simple

adjustments could make a huge difference, e.g.,

contract spreading of fertiliser or slurry. On a

more long-term basis, can farm modifications

be made to cut workload? 

Targeted Agricultural Modernisation Schemes 2

(TAMS II) grant aid is available for a wide range

of farm infrastructure developments and health

and safety adaptations. In the meantime get

winter ready, visit the website:

http://winterready.ie/.

HEALTH & SAFETY+
Make things easier in spring

Have you ever wondered how effective your

wormers are? Now might be a good time to

check how good the various types of wormers

are at killing the stomach worms in your sheep.

While not 100%, if carried out correctly, a

drench test can give you a useful indication of

how well a particular wormer is working. Many

farmers did these tests as part of the Sheep

Technology Adoption Programme (STAP) in the

past. Contact your vet or adviser for more

information or watch our video clip online at

the following link:

https://www.teagasc.ie/publications/2014/teaga

sc-drench-test-videos.php.

Checking wormer efficacy 

It is always a bad idea not to raddle your rams.

If you still have rams running with ewes, then

these should have raddle on them, even where

there is more than one ram out with the ewes.

If you find that rams are still very busy after two

weeks of mating, it could indicate a problem

with infertility. Alarm bells should sound if more 

than 15% of the ewe flock is being raddled

towards the end of the breeding season. Start

with the brightest colours first, i.e., yellow,

orange, green, red, blue and black. 

Mating management

Always raddle your rams.


